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Order to redact the public transcript
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The Trial Chamber
ORDERS that the following blacked out text be omitted from the public transcript of the hearing dated
10 March 2010 and be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing.

MR. SESELJ : [Interpretation].
19:00:06 Q. Why did you ask for protection measures today and never before?
19:00:11 A. Because, Mr. Sese1j, because members of your party in _
still
19:00:15 to this very
most of them are either criminals or
with limited
19:00:24 memories
is a small
19:00:36 place, Mr. Seselj, everything travels -- every news travels fast there
19:00:41 and you know very well that you're politically very powerful i n _ .
19:00:46 Q. How can you can about powerful politically in _
because
19:00:50 there's nobody but criminals in my party there?
19:00:53 A. Not only criminals, there are other people there, radical
19:00:59 elements.
19:00:59 Q. You're a clever person. You're saying I'm politically powerful
19:01:03 in _
and everybody in my party is criminal.
19:01:08
THE ACCUSED: [Interpretation] Can you see this, Judges, how can I
19:01: 11 about powerful if only the worst criminals are in my party? How can I
19:01:16 about politically powerful then? Criminals are somewhere else and
19:01 :24 criminals are false witnesses. Bear that in mind.
19:01:25
JUDGE ANTONETTI: [Interpretation] Mr. Seselj, we are stopping
19:01 :26 now. Witness, you must stay where you are because you've been granted a
19:01 :33 protective measures. I would like to thank you for coming to testify at
19:01:35 the request ofthe Trial Chamber.
The blacked out text, as identified by the time references, is confidential.
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or
the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it
to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may
result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization.
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